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Supplementary Information  

Location of airborne radar and lidar data over Dome A 

 

Supplementary Fig.  S1| Location of the airborne radar and lidar data used in the Dome A 

analysis 

Flightlines over Dome A during the AGAP survey are in blue. The brown lines indicate 

unconformities observed along these flight lines. MODIS image is in the background.   
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Wind-scour prediction model components: 

 

Supplementary Figure S2| RACMO2 derived  mean annual MSWD, wind vector and 

surface mass balance. 

(a) Continent-wide locations for Mean Slope in the Wind Direction (MSWD) ≥ 0.002 resampled 

at 750 m. Wind-scour zones form on these slopes depending on the value of the atmospheric 

parameter threshold C. Dashed lines show contour elevations at 500m interval, the highest 

contour is 4000 m.  

(b) RACMO2 derived continent-wide mean annual near-surface (10m) wind speed for the period 

1979-2009 resampled at 750 m. The prediction model and all comparisons are at the 750 m grid 

spacing.  

(c) RACMO2 derived mean annual SMB for the period 1979-2009 resampled at 750 m. The 

predicted wind-scour zones (in black,  Fig. 3, main text) show that our persistent wind-scour 

zones are located within mean annual SMB ranges mostly from ~ 10-110 kg m
-2

 a
-1

.  
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Validation of predicted wind-scour zones: 

We analyzed a radar profile over the Recovery Lake C in the ice flow direction that was 

collected during the AGAP/Recovery Lakes survey (Supplementary Fig. S3) to validate our 

threshold method. In the radar echogram, younger layers onlap a prominent unconformity. The 

older strata beneath the unconformity are truncated indicating ablation and strong 

metamorphism. As the ice flows towards the Recovery Lakes it has crossed a number of 

predicted wind-scour zones shown in the inset map. The inset shows that the unconformity in the 

figure is produced at the C2 wind-scour zone at the western margin of Recovery Lake C. This 

figure also shows that C2 threshold works better than C1 for continent-wide prediction of wind-

scour zones.  

 

 

Supplementary Figure S3| Validation of predicted wind-scour zones 

The presence of an unconformity in the radargram where our C2 threshold predicts an wind-scour 

zone validates our prediction model. The unconformity truncates older internal layers and 

indicates ablation. The location of the radar echogram is shown by the red line within the black 

box in the inset. The ice flow direction is shown by the black arrow in both the radargram and 

the inset map. The inset map highlights multiple predicted wind-scour zones based on C1 (green) 

and C2 (yellow) thresholds.  
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Modeled horizontal ice surface velocity:  

Horizontal ice surface velocity is modeled using equation (1), assuming that the driving 

stress is balanced by the basal drag and there is no sliding velocity. The profile in Fig. 1b, main 

text,  is located close to Dome A where ice-surface velocities are low.  We follow previous 

work
1,2

 in defining boundary conditions and physical constants for equation (1). The temperature 

of the ice column is assumed to be constant at -10
°
C to account for the fact that the basal ice over 

this region is close to the melting point
3,1

. For deriving the horizontal surface velocity (us), the 

driving stress is averaged over ten ice thicknesses in order to eliminate the effects of longitudinal 

stresses 

                                                                                                                            (1)  

With A the flow parameter, n the flow exponent (n=3), H the ice thickness, and τ the driving 

stress.  

The variation of surface undulations and slopes in response to bedrock elevation and 

modeled surface velocity is shown in Fig. 1b, main text. Over this profile and for the entire 

Dome A region (Supplementary Fig. S4a,b), the influence of the bedrock topography on the 

surface slopes are greatest where the ice sheet is thin (ice thickness < 1500m). The steeper 

surface slopes are characterized by faster ice velocities. The near-surface winds accelerate over 

these slopes and create the wind-scour zones. A feedback process exists where the surface 

topography controls the wind and the wind-scour affects the surface topography
4
.   

At AGAP South camp, the GPS recorded ice surface velocity
3
 was ~ 1.7 m a

-1
. Our 

modeled ice surface velocities near AGAP South Camp are consistent with the GPS 

observations. 
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Supplementary Figure S4| Ice thickness and modeled ice surface velocity over the wind-

scour zones 

(a) Ice surface velocity contours over radar derived ice thickness. Ice surface velocity increases 

on the outer flanks of the Gamburtsev Mountains where ice thickness is < 1500 m. The 

unconformities are located along these steeper surface slopes. The region inside the dashed box 

is the location of Fig. S4b. 

(b) Surface morphology of the wind-scour zones from MODIS image. The wind-scoured slopes 

are located upslope of the unconformities (brown lines) and can be identified by alternate dark 

and bright bands and dunes downslope. Location of this figure is in the dashed box in 

Supplementary Fig. S4a. The wind-scoured surfaces have lower albedo and appear dark whereas 

the accumulating regions downslope are bright due to high albedo of the fine grained snow and 

occasional sastrugi. The white line represents an ice divide. 
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Comparison of wind-scour, surface glaze and blue ice: 

The wind scour predicted by our method is a persistent process controlled by bedrock 

topography. The wind scour prevents surface snow to accumulate and can erode into the ice 

sheet strata to produce unconformable stratigraphic layers. Wind-scour has zero to negative 

SMB. Glaze is characterized by large surface grain size (> 100 µm) that results from intense 

temperature cycling, enhanced sublimation and vapor transport from prolonged exposure to the 

atmosphere 
5,6

.  A glazed surface has zero to near-zero surface accumulation
5
. Ideally, glaze and 

scour should overlap and the scour should be a subset of glaze. Blue ice appears when the entire 

firn column is ablated to expose the underlying glacial ice. Blue ice areas are produced either 

from intense sublimation by wind or surface melt and are located mostly below 1500 m surface 

elevation
7,8

.   

However, the wind-scour and the surface glaze do not have completely overlapping 

spatial extents. Over Dome A, 47% of the predicted wind-scour zones agreed with surface glaze 

areas and had grain size > 100 µm, the threshold for identifying glaze in remote sensing data
5
 

(Supplementary Fig. 5a). The remaining wind-scour zones (53%) had grain size and radar 

backscatter slightly lower than this grain size threshold. The differences in the spatial extent 

result mainly from the different spatial resolution of the two methods and inter-annual variability 

in surface accumulation. 

The spatial resolution of the variables used for predicting wind scour is coarser than the 

~125 m resolution of the glaze methodology
5
. The coarse 3-8 km resolution of the DEM used to 

calculate the slope and the even coarser 27 km resolution of the atmospheric variables limit our 

ability to resolve the smaller scour surfaces. The megadune fields have extensive surface glaze 

with documented unconformities but these are not captured by our wind-scour predictions. The 

prediction methodology will improve with better resolution of the surface DEM and atmospheric 

variables.  

The second possible source of the spatial mismatch is due to the increase in the surface 

grain size owing to shorter term (inter-annual or even seasonal) variations in surface 

accumulation. If the radar backscatter is high, these areas of larger surface grain size will be 

mapped as glaze. Our wind-scour method predicts wind-scour zones persistent for ~50-100 Ka 
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based on ice sheet stratigraphy, fixed topographic locations, longer-term mean annual 

accumulation and wind fields. Thus, shorter term variations are not captured by our 

methodology. 

The spatial discrepancy may also reflect the influence of weather events. Major storms 

can remove the surface accumulation from the ice surface. If the next precipitation event does 

not occur for several months, a temporary glaze may form on the surface. These temporary glaze 

features may be imaged by satellites but will not be resolved in our method since we use mean-

annual wind and SMB fields.  

We also compared the spatial extent of wind-scour zones with blue ice areas. Wind-

induced blue ice areas are mostly located < 1500 m surface elevation over steeper surface slopes 

where strong and persistent winds erode and/or  sublimate the entire firn column.  

We use the observed blue ice area extent
7
  from NOAA AVHRR that was used to 

evaluate ablation areas in the RACMO2 model at 55 km resolution
8
 and chose only those pixels 

where the percentage of blue ice areas are > 10%. Observed and modeled estimates indicate that 

a total of 0.5% of the surface area of Antarctica is influenced by wind-induced blue ice areas
 8

 

with ~ 75% of these overlapping with our predicted wind-scour zones. We exclude ice shelves 

for this comparison. Large blue ice areas over the Recovery region and Lambert Glacier are 

coincident with our predicted wind-scour zones (Supplementary Fig. S5b-c). The overlap of 

these results illustrates the success of our wind-scour prediction method.  

The relation among our predicted wind-scour, observed surface glaze and blue ice areas 

with respect to SMB is illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S5d.  
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Supplementary Figure S5: Comparisons of wind-scour with surface glaze and blue ice 

(a) MODIS grain size and RADARSAT backscatter over the unconformities (wind-scour zones) 

over Dome A. This figure shows the range of grain size and backscatter over glazed surface
5
 and 

also that some of our predicted wind-scour zones were located at smaller grain size and lower 

backscatter. 

(b-c) Extent of wind-scour, surface glaze, observed blue ice area (BIA %) and their overlaps over 

the Recovery Region and Lambert Glacier.  

(d) Relationship among wind-scour, glaze and blue ice with respect to SMB. The box shows the 

extent of wind-induced negative SMB. Blue ice extends out of this box because it also forms due 

to temperature induced surface melt. 
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Sublimation rates from ground observations:  

Mass loss over the wind-scour zones occurs due to sublimation of the surface and air-

entrained (drifting) snow
5,9

. The rate of erosion and subsequent sublimation depend on many 

factors including wind-speed, MSWD, temperature and saturation vapor pressure of the near-

surface air, and the moisture gradient
5,9

.  We have used two end-member approaches for the 

sublimation rates over the wind scour zones: a sublimation rate fixed over all the wind-scour 

zones and an elevation dependent sublimation rate.  We also estimate mass loss due to 

sublimation over the megadune regions based on previous studies
5,9

.  

For the first end-member estimate, we use a sublimation rate of 85% of precipitation 

fixed over all wind-scour zones. This 85% sublimation rate was observed over site M2 with high 

MSWD values during the ITASE traverse
9
 from Talos Dome to Dome C (Supplementary Fig. 

S6). The other sites nearby also has similar rates. Since wind speeds increase over regions of 

higher MSWD, these regions will have higher erosion and higher wind-drifted snow sublimation 

rates. Wind-drifted sublimation is the largest contributor of mass loss over Antarctica
11

. Using 

our C1 and C2 thresholds and the fixed (85%) sublimation rate, our analysis shows a 11-36.5 Gt 

a
-1

 mass loss over the wind-scour zones (Supplementary Table S1 – Column1). 

Our second end-member estimate depends on sublimation rates that vary as surface 

elevation decreases from the interior to the coast. The general increase of sublimation rate from 

interior to the coast is due to the increase in temperature and wind-speed when the near surface 

air layers are not saturated. We divided the surface elevations into three bins: <2500 m a.s.l., 

2500-3000 m a.s.l and >3000m a.s.l and used average sublimation rates provided by the ITASE 

traverse
9
 from Talos Dome to Dome C (Supplementary Fig. S6). Surface sublimation rate was 

measured at 8 sites in East Antarctica by this traverse. We use a 12% sublimation rate for 

elevations >3000 m a.s.l. recorded over site DC on this traverse. For elevations <2500m a.s.l. we 

use 82% of percipitation, the average of sites GPS2, M2 and MdPt. For elevations between 2500 

to 3000m a.s.l. we use 23% of precipitation, the average of sites D2 and D4. We excluded 31Dpt 

located at elevation <2500 m a.s.l. because it had very low MSWD and GPS1 had no recorded 

value of sublimation rate. Based on the US-ITASE traverse
10

 we calculated a sublimation of 26% 

for surface elevations between 2400 and 2700m a.s.l. Our values based on the ITASE traverse
9
 

observations bracket the modeled sublimation rates recovered by the US-ITASE traverse
10

. 
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Another traverse, the US-ITASE transect
10

 recorded several unconformities in  shallow 

ice radar where they passed over our predicted wind-scour zones (Supplementary Fig. S6). Their 

study suggested that the glaze areas might cover 60-72% of the area between the dune fields. The 

remaining 28-40% of the area were accumulating regions. They estimated the accumulation rate 

over a segment of the traverse with a glazed surface upwind of a topographic depressions that 

accumulated wind-blown snow. Over this accumulating region, their modeled slope average 

accumulation rate of 0.11 m w.e. a
-1

 exceeded the regional average of 0.04-0.05 m w.e. a
-1

.  We 

determine that sublimation  over the glazed slopes removes 12-40%  of the precipitation based 

on a regional average of 0.05 m w.e. a
-1

, modeled accumulation rate of 0.11 m w.e. a
-1

  over the 

accumulating region and the relative area of  accumulating to glaze suggested by the US-ITASE 

study.  The average mass loss by sublimation determined by this traverse is 26% of precipitation 

for an elevation range of 2400-2800 m a.s.l. This value is comparable to the average of 23% 

sublimation of precipitation observed by ITASE traverse
9
 from Talos Dome to Dome C in the 

elevation range 2500-3000 m a.s.l. We use the 23% sublimation rate from ITASE traverse
9
 

because it is derived from ground based measurements.  

Using the C2 threshold and the elevation dependent sublimation rate, our analysis results 

in a 24.4 Gt a
-1

 mass loss over the wind-scour zones (Supplementary Table S1 – Column2). 

However, it is worth noting that the ground measurements of sublimation for the Talos Dome to 

Dome C ITASE traverse were not located on any of our predicted wind-scour zones. In fact, 

Dome C, where a sublimation rate of 12% of precipitation was recorded has no predicted wind-

scour. Thus, our rates of mass lost by sublimation are conservative and over the wind-scour 

zones the rates of mass loss may be higher.  

Mass loss by sublimation over the megadunes should also be added to the total mass loss 

over the wind-scour zones. Although we do not predict wind-scour zones over the large 

megadune site over the Byrd catchment, this site has extensive glaze that indicates additional 

mass loss. In order to estimate the mass loss by sublimation over this region, we adopt the 

observed sublimation rate of 58% from the ITASE traverse
9
 and the area covered from the glaze 

study
5
. We estimate a 3.5 Gt a

-1 
mass loss by sublimation over this region (Supplementary Table 

S1– Column3).  This mass loss should be added to our estimates of mass loss over predicted 

wind-scour zones.  
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 Fixed 

Sublimation  

Rate (C1 and C2 

Thresholds) 

Elevation Dependent Sublimation  

Rate (C2 Threshold) 

Megadunes defined by 

Surface Glaze 

Mapping  

Sublimation 

Rate 

85% 82%  surface elevation<2500m 

23%  surface elevation 2500-3000m 

12%  surface elevation >3000m 

58%  

Mass Loss  

Gt a
-1

 

11-36.5 24.4 3.5 

Surface Area % 2.7-6.6 6.6 4.2 

 

Table S1| Estimates of mass loss over the wind-scour zones 

 

                                                                                                                                   

Supplementary Figure S6| Location of the two ITASE traverses that provided sublimation 

rates over wind-scour zones: The ITASE traverse from Talos Dome to Dome C provided 

sublimation estimates located at the red squares. A section of the US-ITASE traverse passed over 

the Byrd Glacier catchment and close to the megadune regions. 
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Cross-over error analysis in lidar data over Dome A:  

Airborne lidar data collected during the AGAP survey over Dome A is used to calculate 

the surface roughness. A Riegl swath scanning laser altimeter is used to measure elevations of 

the ice surface. We correct for roll, pitch and yaw offsets over sea ice. Range calibrations were 

not possible due to lack of any reliable elevation measurement. Cross-over analysis was used to 

evaluate the internal consistency of the lidar data set and its performance over steep surface 

slopes. The elevation measurements from the flights oriented in the north-south direction were 

compared with collocated elevations from flights oriented in the east-west direction. 

Supplementary Fig. S7a shows the distribution of the cross-over values. The peak of the 

distribution is located at 0.2 m. The standard deviation of the distribution is 0.58 m. 

Supplementary Fig.  S7b shows the spatial distribution of errors. Maximum difference in 

elevation over cross over lines occurs over the relatively steeper surface slopes.  

Cloud contamination is removed by using a threshold on 1m elevation difference between 

consecutive lidar shots. Any elevation difference higher than the 1m threshold is filtered out. No 

other atmospheric corrections were made.  
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Supplementary Figure S7| Error estimates of the lidar derived surface elevation. 

(a) Distribution of cross-over errors for lidar derived surface elevation over Dome A. The 

maximum is located at 0.2 m. 

(b) Cross-over errors over lidar derived surface slopes over Dome A. The maximum cross-over 

error is 1.7 m and is associated with a relatively steep surface slope. Pointing accuracy as well as 

blowing snow over these relatively steeper surface slopes can affect lidar derived surface 

elevation. Dome A is located by a black triangle.  
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